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Endless thought for beholder may be allowed in the art world as literalist work. In  

architecture, minimalist work that develops explained as incomplete without  

him but when it hosts him it includes him to its world according to Michael Fried.  

However, such less information it provides in that world for the user, in architecture  

field, is insufficient or as to say it leaves the user too much blank space to fill out.  

Yet, mysteriousness and inscrutability are interesting but not for instance the huge  

white space; labyrinth is preferable. Adversely, when minimalist work contains literally  

barely information, nothingness arises in place. On the other hand, the case I make  

instead of minimalist work, labyrinth is also incomplete without Icarus and it contains  

the mysterious sense with the complexity instead of nothingness. Because minimalist  

work relies so much on beholder, the nothingness effect will liberate beholder out of  

the place. 



 

The labyrinth 

An inexhaustibility in the huge white space that seems to go on and on distributes no  

more or less information though time. Consequently, it does include the user to its  

world not to be part of its world but instead trapping him with his own delusion and  

the same information repeated. To some degree without additional information, This  

situation makes the huge white space detach from the user. 

 

 

 



 

White box 

 

The labyrinth otherwise has information, and the relationship between the user and the  

space is created when the user starts to enter. According to this situation, what might  

be called the inclusiveness is literally counted here in some way that still remains  

undefined, as minimalist work claims, on his experience from the actual space not  

merely from his own based imagination that he tries hard to fill in the big gap to  

which minimalism leaves. In the labyrinth case, the value of the endlessness still exists  

and it's more apparent when information given so that the user can continue to read  

or perceive the real time information.  



The experience that we perceive once the relationship begins is the new knowledge 

which is built up in the space though time with dimension and scale of architecture.  

No matter it is art or architecture, it has to sustain the interest. The key of sustaining  

the value of the space is the continuity. Nonetheless, To achieve that continuity  

and keep the flow of information, complexity has an important role to agitate user's  

thoughts that go on and on. Unlike minimalism, many levels of meaning are given and  

its gestures become preferably readable and workable as they are part of your  

perception. The circular road of Michael Fried becomes boring or even nothing when  

the scale increasingly changed. I prefer the road with numbers of different turns; more  

is never less in space. From Robert Venturi, Mies' work simply addresses beautiful  

moves because he ignores so many problems to solve. In order to have clean and  

less articulation, the selectiveness of content in architecture is limited in the same time.   

Therefore, according to the limitation, there is nothing to see afterward once the user  

discovers enough similar content. As the complexity built up, the continuity leads us to  

get though and understand the complex space. This kind of complexity still leaves the  

gap for the wonderer to fill up dependent on the knowledge he obtains directly though  

his perception. Moreover, perception is from based knowledge of how you view the  

space. Perspective is successful for the certain reason because it affects to your  

perception and the nervous system. For one moment, what user perceives will remain  

in his perception, and in order to avoid the repeated information similar to the  



minimalist work's problem that might occur to the user is the architect's responsibility to  

address the semantic complexity messages to the architecture.  

 

The more information the architect apply to the building, the likely more the ambiguity  

will be asserted. The ambiguity is prone to be a double-sided sword which we have  

to be careful in term of misunderstanding in the message. The labyrinth is complex  

and ambiguous at very first place when the relationship started though space and time.  

The ambiguity is exploited and you reach more of the level of the significant anxiety.  

Spontaneously, the ambiguity of expression is truly based on the confusion of  

experience as reflected in the architectural space. Form, structure, texture and material  

are always oscillating and hard to control. Therefore, these oscillations are the source  

of the ambiguity. On the contrary, complexity is sometimes a static gesture that needs  

specific catalysis movement to drive it and tie them throughout the building and seen  

as a whole, closely advocated by the Mechanics of fluids characterized by complex  

incorporation, unlike the separated system in modernism. As to say that the  

perspective has the potential of sensation in itself, this exploitation of using the  

continuity and flow in such complex spaces is an instinctive mechanism of design and  

the formal strategy keeping the user in the right track and work toward the aesthetic  

feeling. Complexity without order[flow] can also be really significantly depressing and  

isolating users from the space similar to the huge white space. 



 

Complexity and the flow in perception are not a new discovery but rather an inevitable  

combination for the compromising design to give a stop and flow in spaces. As a  

result, It offers a rhythm of life being, which is more profound than vision and hearing,  

in the space and equivocal relationship as observer moves though. Differently from  

Robert Venturi, There is a purer composition in specific spaces, compared to lining up  

walls in plan. the purer space will render a stunning perspective from artistic gestures ' 

provided in that space and surprisingly influence the other views caused by the  

referential point functioning as a slight indexicality. The case study, The new Cooper  

Union building from Morphosis, illustrates the continuity and the complexity in form  

showing the relationship not necessary to have a connection in the same surface but  

still control the rhythm of pause and go. Not only be a point of reference, the  

indexicality also creates unique versatile elements, from different level of complex  

gesture, which are served as a conjunction of the continuity in form. On the opposite  

side, slice of floating blue cheesecake, Herzog & de Meuron Architects, suggests  

nothing but a box with random cut glasses from perception. After it's all read, straight  

line and texture on the box, it becomes an identical object put together without any  

logical connection as anyone could write anything down on the testing paper.   



 

The new Cooper Union building and the reference points 

 

This referential approach comes to the way to differentiate the complexity, continuity  

from pure formal design which fails to the aesthetic responsibility sometimes. The  

reference points remain there but the movement continue to keep the work interesting  

and seductive the user. For instance, if we ascend to the upper level, the space  

contains more constrained articulations from below which produce a specific sensation \ 

while referring to the others through the characteristics they have in common.  

 



Likewise, This approach to a theory of complexity might be to develop a notion of the  

composite or the assemblage understood as neither multiple element nor identical  

element, neither internally contradictory nor a unified system.  

 

slice of floating blue cheesecake without reference points 

 

Unlike blob, this approach allows the Cartesian model to work in any circumstances.  

No matter blobs, folds and grids, they all could be integrated in the system as long  

as the contextual applications appear in the space and affect the user's perception. As  

it directly deals with the user's perception, this approach is far of the repetition of  

homogeneous surface that brings a slight fluctuation or differentiation which might occur  



as a unified object in the far distance.  

 

The main distinction in complexity and the flow in perception, to me as an elasticity  

rather than a simple movement, manifesto is asking for balance in semantic complexity  

and the purer composition strongly integrated in the whole design. Minimalism 

expression offers mysteriousness with less intentional articulation in the space. However,  

Various labyrinths explicitly have the connection between information and the  

mysteriousness derived from both space and wonderer. Complexity and the  

flow[continuity] in perception fresh manifesto is trying to find its way to gently embed      

itself to any aggressive avant-garde manifestos to the community and urbanism for  

humanity. It reveals the number of irresponsible practices from minimalism but partially  

emphasize the complexity in an appropriate manner. Instead of lining up elements in  

plan, section and elevation, the beauty is underlying in perspective and always  

reflecting back to the whole system. Ultimately, whenever the flow synchronizes with  

the rhythm of complexity in space though time, the rhythm appears as integrated space  

investing the sensory level as painting when it invests the visual level, and music  

when it invests the auditory level. I shall declare whether architecture is the endless  

path in the white box or the enjoyable labyrinth, architects are responsible for the  

rhythm of the complexity flow and aware that beholder feel solely from what he  

continuously perceives.   


